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“This Manual of Clinical Phonetics is an impressive collection of chapters authored
by distinguished scholars from various fields of phonetic sciences. In addition to
providing a comprehensive overview of the fundamentals of phonetics, capturing
its inter- and multidisciplinary nature, it offers valuable insight into state-of-the-art
instrumental techniques in clinical phonetics and gives phonetic transcription the
attention it deserves, particularly in studying disordered speech.”
— Professor Vesna Mildner, University of Zagreb, Croatia
“The Manual of Clinical Phonetics presents work by experts and influential
researchers, communicating key concepts in clear language while drawing on cuttingedge research to convey the direction of travel for the next decade and more. The
breadth of topics presented in four well-organized parts, is comprehensive. What’s
more, this manual pairs the core of the field (the foundations of clinical phonetics
and phonetic transcription) with welcome explorations of variation. The manual also
features a host of in-depth treatments of instrumentation, facilitating insightful quantitative and qualitative analyses.”
— Professor James Scobbie, Queen Margaret University, Scotland
“This volume skillfully infuses a clinical perspective throughout comprehensive
coverage of the science of phonetics. It is distinguished by extensive content in the
area of instrumentation, including cutting-edge technologies like real-time MRI and
automatic speech recognition. The choice to place multicultural and multilingual
influences on phonetics at the forefront marks this volume as an essential collection
for the modern scholar of clinical linguistics.”
— Dr Tara McAllister, New York University Steinhardt, USA
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This comprehensive collection equips readers with a state-of-the-art description of clinical
phonetics and a practical guide on how to employ phonetic techniques in disordered speech
analysis.
Divided into four sections, the manual covers the foundations of phonetics, sociophonetic
variation and its clinical application, clinical phonetic transcription, and instrumental
approaches to the description of disordered speech. The book offers in-depth analysis of the
instrumentation used in articulatory, auditory, perceptual, and acoustic phonetics and provides
clear instruction on how to use the equipment for each technique as well as a critical discussion
of how these techniques have been used in studies of speech disorders.
With fascinating topics such as multilingual sources of phonetic variation, principles of
phonetic transcription, speech recognition and synthesis, and statistical analysis of phonetic
data, this is the essential companion for students and professionals of phonetics, phonology,
language acquisition, clinical linguistics, and communication sciences and disorders.
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27
MAGNETIC RESONANCE
IMAGING

Vikram Ramanarayanan and Christina Hagedorn1

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has enabled examination of shaping along the entirety of
the vocal tract during speech production, providing a means for observing and quantifying the
“choreography” of the articulators, in space and time (in the case of real-time MRI), including
structural/morphological characteristics of speakers in conjunction with their articulation
dynamics and acoustics (Narayanan, Nayak, Lee, Sethy, & Byrd, 2004). Importantly, MRI
offers a clear advantage over other instrumentation methods with respect to patient safety,
relative non-invasiveness of imaging and the ability to image in 3D or simultaneously in
multiple arbitrary 2D planes. On the other hand, MRI is typically more expensive and less
accessible—with particular consequences for field studies—as compared to other sensing
modalities.

Introduction
The utility of magnetic resonance imaging for speech research
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an especially useful tool with which to study speech
production given that it (i) allows for visualization of the entire vocal tract, (ii) is minimally
invasive in nature, and (iii) does not subject experimental participants to ionizing radiation.
MRI requires only that the participant read phrases from a projected screen, or speak spontaneously in response to a spoken or textual cue, oftentimes lying supine in the scanner bore. See
Figure 27.1.
Examination of the entirety of the vocal tract during speech production provides a means for
observing and quantifying movement of the vocal tract articulators (e.g. lips, tongue tip, tongue
dorsum, velum, epiglottis, vocal folds), both during sustained speech sound production, in the
case of static MRI, and dynamically, in space and time, in the case of real-time MRI. In allowing
the experimenter to observe movement of all parts of the vocal tract over time, in 3D or in multiple 2D planes (e.g. sagittal, coronal, etc.), real-time MRI offers a considerable advantage over
flesh-point tracking methods (e.g. X-ray microbeam, electromagnetic articulography), which
allow for movement analysis of only specific flesh-points within the vocal tract. That all active
speech articulators can be viewed simultaneously makes MRI an ideal tool with which to investigate coordination patterns among the articulators, helping researchers address long-standing
375
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Figure 27.1 Schematic of the MRI data collection setup. The image depicts three experimenters in the
control room (a principal investigator, an MRI operator, and an audio operator, respectively, from left
to right in the bottom half of the image) inspecting images from a patient who has just successfully
completed a scanning session (top half of the image). The images are recorded along with synchronous
audio of the patient’s speech via a fiberoptic microphone attached to a head coil while the patient responds
to stimuli back-projected onto a screen (in this example, the word “beat”), viewed through a mirror setup
positioned over the eyes.

questions in the area of motor speech disorders, especially. Moreover, the global view of the
vocal tract provided by MRI encompasses both the static, hard structures (e.g. hard palate, pharyngeal wall), against which active articulators move, and the active articulators, themselves.
This allows not only for the relationship between variations in the structural morphology of an
individual’s vocal tract and the articulatory-kinematic patterns produced to be examined, but
also for investigation of articulatory—acoustic relations based on vocal tract area and volume
functions, over time.
Magnetic resonance imaging is minimally invasive in that it does not require sensors or
appliances to be adhered to, or make contact with, the participant’s vocal tract, as is the case
for other articulatory data collection modalities, including electropalatography (EPG), electromagnetic articulography (EMA), X-ray microbeam, Vicon, Optitrack and ultrasound
(Ramanarayanan et al., 2018). The minimally invasive nature of MRI is particularly beneficial when investigating the speech of patients, in that it helps mitigate the risk of exacerbating
damage to vulnerable tissue (e.g. post-surgically, in the case of individuals who have undergone
glossectomy or cleft-palate repair). Additionally, the likelihood that any part of the experimental apparatus will significantly perturb speech movements so as to cause the participant to
376
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use atypical or more variable speech movement patterns is virtually nonexistent (in contrast to
EPG, EMA, etc.), contributing further to the utility of MRI for studying patient populations,
which typically exhibit inherently high degrees of articulatory variability. That MRI exposes
participants to no ionizing radiation is also especially beneficial, particularly in investigating
the speech of patients who may frequently undergo medical procedures involving radiation
(e.g. X-ray, computed tomography (CT) scan, radiation therapy) and children, who are most
susceptible to the health risks of radiation, due to the intrinsically high radiosensitivity of
developing organs and tissues.

Challenges in the utilization of magnetic resonance imaging for speech research
While MRI offers the aforementioned advantages for speech imaging, its drawbacks
must also be considered, particularly when working with patient populations. While certain limitations of MRI restrict the body of individuals that can be safely imaged, other
constraints have serious implications for data collection and analysis from the researcher’s
perspective.
Although MRI is particularly well-suited to image individuals in the patient population, certain factors have the potential to render individuals ineligible for participation in MRI studies.
Individuals with implanted pacemakers or defibrillators are typically excluded from MRI
studies, due to the risk of the alternating magnetic fields, the basic mechanism upon which
MRI relies, causing interference with these devices. Relatedly, while it is not unsafe for individuals with small pieces of metal in the mouth (e.g. amalgam fillings, bonded retainers, etc.)
to undergo MRI scanning, the presence of metal may compromise image quality. Degradation
of image quality due to the presence of metal is largely participant-dependent and oftentimes
presents inconsistently, even within single data collection sessions (Lingala, Sutton, Miquel, &
Nayak, 2016; Toutios & Narayanan, 2016).
Additional factors that may deter individuals from participating in MRI studies include the
presence of claustrophobia, general anxiety, or fear of being confined in the scanner bore for
the duration of the study. Relatedly, young children and adolescents may be even less agreeable
to participating in these studies, in which they will be separated from caregivers and encounter
an unfamiliar environment (i.e. the scanner bore, housed within a hospital room) and all that it
entails (e.g. loud and irregular scanner noise, restriction of body movement, relying on a twoway intercom system to speak with experimenters and caregivers, etc.).
That the teeth are not directly identifiable using MRI, due to their composition, is a limitation
of this modality that does not directly impact the participant population, but rather, data analysis. This makes investigation of articulatory patterns involved in the production of alveolar
and postalveolar fricatives—some of the most articulatorily complex segments—particularly
challenging, using MRI. However, various methods of superimposing images of the teeth
onto MRI images during the post-processing stage have been implemented (Ng et al., 2011;
Takemoto, Kitamura, Nishimoto, & Honda, 2004).
A further consideration is that MRI data is acquired from individuals lying supine in the
scanner bore, rather than in the upright posture assumed when producing most natural speech.
While research suggests that differences between speech patterns produced in supine and
upright positions exist (Engwall, 2003; Subtelny, Oya, & Subtelny, 1972), the effect of posture
on speech is subtle, and is likely not cause for concern when interpreting MRI data (Tiede,
Masaki, & Vatikiotis-Bateson, 2000). Nonetheless, some recent studies (Honda & Hata, 2007;
Perry, 2011) have demonstrated the utility of upright scanners in investigating speech production, hence eliminating this concern.
377
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Finally, a major obstacle to acquiring MRI data involves limited accessibility to the
equipment and trained technicians needed to carry out the data collection protocol. Access
to MRI scanners is oftentimes prohibitively costly, and the availability of such scanners for
research applications (even when the cost is not prohibitively high) depends largely on geographical location. Further, availability of and costs associated with MRI technicians responsible for carrying out the data collection protocol (involving the identification of the desired
scan plane(s), selection of the appropriate pulse sequence, etc.) must be considered when
assessing the feasibility of MRI for studying speech production. Moreover, the post-processing
and temporal reconstruction of raw MRI data and the development of novel techniques used in
the quantitative analysis of MRI data requires the expertise of engineers and other professionals
and is often computationally intensive.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: we first take the reader through how MRI
technology has evolved over the past few years, viewed through the lens of applicability to
clinical phonetics. Next, we describe the practical considerations a researcher or clinician must
take into account while collecting such data. We then present a sampling of the insights such
MRI technology can provide to various kinds of clinical phonetics applications. Finally, we
conclude with an outlook on the future of such technologies.

Evolution of the technology
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a medical imaging technique in which the signal intensity depends on the density of hydrogen nuclei in a tissue element and the atomic properties of
the protons within each such molecule. MR techniques involve the use of strong magnetic fields
to align the magnetic moments of the hydrogen nuclei and the use of high radio-frequency
impulses to set them into resonance. Consequently, it is suited to produce images of soft tissue
in the body that contain water and therefore hydrogen nuclei, such as the tongue and lips, as
opposed to bony tissue (as in the case of X-ray tomography techniques).
Several early studies leveraged MRI to image the vocal tract. Baer, Gore, Gracco, and
Nye (1991) recorded speech corresponding to four vowels from two male participants while
obtaining simultaneous axial, coronal, or midsagittal MR slice images of their vocal tracts.
Other studies consequently expanded this to examine the vocal tract shaping of various sounds
using MRI, for instance, vowels (Baer et al., 1991; Greenwood, Goodyear, & Martin, 1992;
Moore, 1992), nasals (Dang, Honda, & Suzuki, 1993) and fricatives (Narayanan, Alwan, &
Haker, 1995). Static MRI provides rich spatial information about the articulators at only one
point in time and so is conducive to studying only sustained articulations, such as vowels,
liquids, nasals, and fricatives (Narayanan et al., 1995; Story, Titze, & Hoffman, 1996). Based
on the same technology, cine MRI attempts to reconstruct the dynamics of articulation by
collecting static configurations of the vocal tract over several productions of a single item, and
sequencing them to render an approximation of real-time production (see, for example, Stone,
Davis, Douglas, Aiver, et al., 2001a,b; Takemoto, Honda, Masaki, Shimada, & Fujimoto, 2006).
Over the past two decades, real time MRI, elaborating traditional medical MRI, has played
a critical role in studying a variety of biological movement patterns, including cardiac motion
(Nayak & Hu, 2005) and joint kinematics (Zhang, Gersdor, & Frahm, 2011). Engineers and
speech scientists have collaboratively applied rtMRI technology to the study of speech production (Bresch, Kim, Nayak, Byrd, & Narayanan, 2008; Kim, Narayanan, & Nayak, 2009;
Narayanan et al., 2004).
In contrast to static MRI and cine MRI, rtMRI does not require participants to produce several repetitions of each token but rather allows for fast acquisition rates (e.g. 83 frames per
378
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second or higher, Lingala et al., 2017) on single tokens. rtMRI for speech has been shown to
effectively shed light on a wide variety of phenomena in both typical and disordered speech
production that would not be possible to investigate using tools providing more limited spatiotemporal information about vocal tract shaping (Carignan, Shosted, Fu, Liang, & Sutton, 2015;
Perry, Kuehn, Sutton, & Fang, 2017).
Over the past decade, rtMRI data collection and post-processing methodologies have undergone tremendous advances. As noted above, temporal acquisition rates have reached 83 frames
per second (f.p.s) (Toutios & Narayanan, 2016), which is sufficiently high to capture exceptionally fast articulatory movements, such as those produced during trill consonants. These high
temporal acquisition rates also allow for fine-grained analysis of articulatory coordination (i.e.
reflecting spatio-temporal coupling of distinct articulatory gestures) that may differ between
typical and clinical populations.
In addition to increased temporal resolution, recent advances have allowed for spatial resolution to be improved, as well, such that imaging may take place in virtually any plane desired.
While much of the pioneering work in studying speech using rtMRI relied on midsagittal
vocal tract slices, recent developments have allowed for the simultaneous acquisition of multiple slices (e.g. parasagittal, axial, coronal, transverse, oblique) (Kim, Proctor, Narayanan, &
Nayak, 2012; Lingala et al., 2015, Fu et al., 2015, 2017; Iltis et al., 2015; Lingala et al., 2016).
While rtMRI typically has an intrinsically lower frame rate than the other modalities,
recent advances in parallel imaging and sparse reconstruction have helped to significantly
improve the temporal resolution of acquired data including multiplane imaging (Fu et al.,
2017, 2015; Iltis et al., 2015; Lingala et al., 2016). Very recent developments in acquisition
techniques have allowed for three-dimensional imaging, which provides volumetric data
that can be applied to the study of vocal tract shaping during complex segment production
(Lim et al., 2019). For example, using 3D acquisition, researchers can study subtle changes
in tongue volume and deformation patterns involved in the production of the liquid [l],
which requires a stretching action of the tongue, as both tongue tip and tongue dorsum
gestures are made while one or both sides of the tongue are lowered, allowing lateral
airflow.

Technology use and considerations
This section first describes a typical MRI data collection setup in a clinical phonetics or speech
research setting. We follow this up with a discussion on considerations that need to be taken
into account for post-processing and denoising the speech data collected from the highly noisy
MRI scan environment.

Data collection considerations
The MRI data collection process typically involves taking the following considerations into
account:
• Participant Briefing and Consent. This process involves explaining to the participant the
objective of the study and what it involves, and obtaining their informed consent to collect
and use data. During this process, participants are also required to fill out an MRI safety
form to confirm that there is no metal inside their bodies that could adversely affect either
their health (e.g. presence of pacemakers) or the study (e.g. artifacts produced by certain
fillings/metal in the mouth) during the MRI scan.
379
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• Participant Positioning. Once participants have understood and signed their informed consent
forms, they are again instructed to ensure that there is no metal on their persons before they
are requested to lie down on the MRI scan bed. Once this is done, we recommend padding
the participant’s head to ensure comfort, as well as to minimize head movement and rotation.
• Microphone Setup. Once the participant is lying supine in the scanner, we position a fiberoptic microphone firmly next to the speaker’s mouth to record the participant’s speech
during the scan.
• Stimulus Presentation. To present experimental stimuli visually to the participant, one can
use a mirror setup in the scanner (positioned appropriately above the participant’s eyes)
in conjunction with a screen opposite the bore and a projector from the scan room backprojecting stimuli onto it. See Figure 27.1.
• Image and Audio Recording Preparation. Before the actual scan process begins, the MRI
operator typically uses the console in the control room to select an appropriate scan plane
(or set of planes, in the case of multiplane or 3D imaging) and image scanning software
protocol (technically called a “pulse sequence”) that encodes the spatial and temporal resolution of the MRI data to be collected, based on the design specifications of the experiment.2
• Time Considerations. The subject onboarding, setup of microphone, settling in of the participant in the scanner, and setup of the stimulus projection screen apparata takes approximately 30–45 minutes, in addition to the regular data collection.

Audio denoising
MRI scanners produce high-intensity noise in the audible frequency range that corrupts speech
recordings. This degrades the audio signal recorded such that acoustic analysis of the speech
content is difficult, if not impossible, necessitating additional steps to improve the audio
quality. Another motivation for denoising speech corrupted with scanner noise arises from the
need to enable communication between participants and clinicians and researchers during the
data acquisition session.
Bresch and Narayanan (2009) proposed a solution to this problem that uses two fiber optical
microphones—one inside the magnet near the participant’s mouth to record his/her speech, and
a separate microphone located away from the participant and outside the magnet, but inside
the scanner room, placed such that it captures almost exclusively the ambient noise and not the
participant’s speech. This system allows the simultaneous capture of audio and the MR images
and ensures absolute synchronicity for spontaneous speech and other vocal productions, including
singing. Later innovations in audio denoising eliminated this need for a second microphone outside the scanner. Such innovations, including the development of multiple signal processing and
machine learning algorithms to process and enhance such noisy speech is important, particularly
given the wide range of noises produced by multiple imaging protocols of interest, such as those
that image multiple plans simultaneously, 3D imaging, etc. In such cases, some sequences are
easier to denoise than others. For a more detailed discussion on MRI audio denoising as well as
the current state of the art, please see Vaz, Ramanarayanan, and Narayanan (2018).

Applications of magnetic resonance imaging to clinical research
Before being used to investigate atypical speech production, MRI was, and continues to be used
to shed light on phenomena exhibited by typical speakers of a variety of languages. Example
videos of such phenomena can be found at a publicly accessible website3 containing links
380
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to real-time MRI clips corresponding to all speech sounds of American English, made available by the Speech Production and Articulation kNowledge (SPAN) group at the University of
Southern California (Toutios et al., 2016). This rich repository facilitates the use of rtMRI data
by speech scientists and clinicians alike for instructional and clinical purposes.
Over and above its applicability in imaging typical speech production, rtMRI has been particularly useful for investigating several speech disorders originating at distinct levels of the
motor speech system (see Table 27.1). For example, while congenital aglossia, glossectomy
procedures and craniofacial anomalies, such as cleft palate, act as structural perturbations to the
speech production system, Apraxia of Speech (AoS) arises due to breakdown at the planning
and programming level of speech motor control, and vocal fold paralysis, in some cases, may
manifest due to nerve damage.
rtMRI has revealed that both individuals with aglossia, a congenital disorder in which a
person is born without a tongue, and individuals with oral cancer who have undergone partial
removal of the tongue by means of a glossectomy procedure utilize compensatory strategies
to produce target speech sounds for which they can no longer form the typical articulatory
movements. Specifically, speakers lacking a tongue tip due to congenital aglossia have been
observed to produce target coronal constrictions with a bilabial constriction (McMicken et al.,
2017). Interestingly, the authors noted that the target coronal stops [t] and [d], produced bilabially
by the speaker, were perceptually distinct from target bilabial stops [p] and [b], produced using
the same articulators. Further investigation by Toutios, Byrd, Goldstein, and Narayanan (2017)
revealed that though both target coronals and target bilabials were produced bilabially by the
patient, the articulations corresponding to each differed in subtle but important ways. The target
coronal constrictions were produced with an elongated bilabial constriction and a wide pharyngeal region, as compared to the target bilabial constrictions. A follow-up acoustic simulation experiment, modeling the acoustics produced under these distinct articulation conditions,
demonstrated that the specific combination of compensatory strategies utilized by the patient
(i.e. elongation of the bilabial region and widening of the pharynx) created a marked acoustic
difference between the respective outputs of the model, consistent with the perceptual differences
observed between the target bilabials and target coronals, produced bilabially, by the patient.
The use of compensatory articulation is not limited to individuals with aglossia, but rather
has also been evidenced in patients who have received surgical treatment of lingual cancer.
Hagedorn et al. (2014, 2017) demonstrated that one individual with oral cancer who underwent
resection of oral (anterior) lingual tissue produced target coronals stops using compensatory
labiodental constrictions (Figure 27.2), and produced target coronal fricatives using compensatory tongue dorsum constrictions. This work also revealed that an individual who underwent
removal of both oral (anterior) and base of tongue (posterior) tissue produced target coronal
stops compensatorily, using simultaneous coronal and labial constrictions (see Figure 27.2).
Using tagged cine-MRI, work by Stone et al. (2014) investigating motion patterns in /i/ to /s/
transitions in typical speakers and patients who had undergone partial glossectomy revealed
differences in the strategies utilized by patients and typical speakers in the production of /s/.
In addition to being capable of identifying structural impairments of the tongue, and consequential compensatory patterns, rtMRI has also been used to assess and quantify impairment
in the structure and control of the velum, responsible for modulating separation of the oral
and nasal cavities. Drissi et al. (2011) demonstrated, using rtMRI, the ability to calculate the
elevation angle of the velum in relation to the hard palate, the velar eminence angle, defined
as the angle formed by the velum, itself, and used as an index of velic flexibility, and percentage reduction of anterior-posterior pharyngeal lumen diameter, in children with suspected
velopharyngeal impairment (VPI). More recent work by Perry et al. (2020) demonstrated that
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Table 27.1 Exemplar clinical applications that have particularly benefitted from MRI-based
analysis
Clinical population

Description

Findings

Congenital aglossia

Absence of the entire tongue
at birth

Compensatory behavior in
consonant production

Partial glossectomy

McMicken et al.
(2017), Toutios
et al. (2017)
Compensatory behavior in Hagedorn et al.
consonant production
(2014, 2017),
Stone et al. (2014)
Covert intrusion errors in
Hagedorn et al.
repeated and spontaneous (2017)
speech

Removal of part of the tongue
(typically a component of
treatment for oral cancer)
Apraxia of speech
Motor speech disorder
affecting the planning and
programming of speech
sequences
Suspected
Impairment in achieving
MRI enabled calculation of
velopharyngeal
closure of the velum to the
the elevation angle of the
insufficiency
pharyngeal wall during target soft palate in relation to
oral segments
the hard palate, the velar
eminence angle and the
percentage of reduction of
the antero-posterior
diameter of the
pharyngeal lumen
Typical individuals Periods of vocal fold
MRI capable of
(phonatory
adduction and abduction
distinguishing adducted
behavior)
and abducted positions of
vocal folds
Individuals with 22q11.2
DiGeorge syndrome Also known as 22q11.2
Deletion Syndrome have
Deletion Syndrome; May
tensor veli palatini
result in underdevelopment
muscles that are
of several body systems
significantly shorter,
thinner and less voluminous
than typical individuals
Cleft palate (repair) Presence of an opening in the Individuals with repaired
cleft palate exhibit
hard palate due to lack of
significantly shorter hard
fusion of the palatine
palate height and length,
prominences during
shorter levator muscle
development in the womb
length, shorter intravelar
segment, more acute
levator angles of origin,
shorter and thinner velum,
and greater pharyngeal
depth, though normal
resonance.
Submucous cleft
Presence of an opening in the MRI capable of identifying
submucous cleft palate
palate
hard structures of the hard
palate due to lack of fusion
of the palatine prominences
underneath the fused mucous
membrane (soft tissue)
during development in the
womb
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Relevant
publications

Drissi et al.
(2011)

Sorensen et al.
(2018)
Perry et al. (2020)

Perry et al. (2018)

Perry, Kuehn,
Wachtel, Bailey,
and Luginbuhl
(2012)
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Figure 27.2 Glossectomy patient (left) produces target coronal stop /d/ compensatorily, by forming
both labial and coronal constrictions; Typical speaker (right) produces /d/ by creating only a coronal
constriction. (With permission of ASHA.)

individuals with the congenital 22q11.2 Deletion Syndrome exhibit tensor veli palatini muscles
that are significantly shorter, thinner and less voluminous than typical individuals. Earlier
work by the same group revealed that individuals with cleft palate exhibit significantly shorter
hard palate height and length, shorter levator muscle length, shorter intravelar segment, more
acute levator angles of origin, shorter and thinner velum and greater pharyngeal depth, though
normal resonance (Perry et al., 2018). MRI has also been demonstrated to successfully detect
submucous cleft palate, in which a cleft of the bony structure of the palate is covered by intact
soft tissue (Perry et al., 2012). rtMRI has proven useful in imaging not only the supralaryngeal
articulators, but the vocal folds, by scanning in the transverse plane, as well. Recent work by
Sorensen et al. (2018) demonstrated the ability of rtMRI to identify, based on both manual
segmentation of air-tissue boundaries and on an automatic pixel intensity detection method,
periods of vocal fold adduction and abduction that can be used to differentiate typical and
atypical phonatory behavior, and be applied to the diagnosis and management of vocal fold
paralysis.
Finally, rtMRI has been used to shed light on aspects of acquired Apraxia of Speech (AoS)
never before observed using other imaging modalities. Specifically, Hagedorn et al. (2017)
provided evidence that while most errors made during both spontaneous speech and repeated
speech (in a speak-after-me shadowing task) would traditionally be described as substitution
errors based on acoustics alone, the errors involve synchronous production of a target gesture
(e.g. a tongue tip constriction for /t/) and an intrusive gesture (e.g. a tongue dorsum constriction
during /t/) (see Figure 27.3). Accordingly, these errors would more accurately be described as
intrusion errors.

Figure 27.3

Intrusion errors in a patient with apraxia of speech. (With permission of ASHA.)
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Conclusion
MRI is a particularly useful tool with which to study both typical and atypical speech production in that it provides a global view of the vocal tract, is minimally invasive to the participant,
and does not subject the participant to ionizing radiation. Challenges in the implementation of
MRI research do exist, however. Notably, MRI safety considerations limit the population that
can be imaged, and post-processing tools are necessary to address loud and irregular acoustic
scanner noise that may interfere with analysis of the speech data. Recent advances in MRI have
led to high temporal frame rates and spatial resolution, facilitating analysis of the complex
and quickly-unfolding dynamic events in speech production. Research has demonstrated that
MRI is capable of providing both theoretical and clinical insight on speech production patterns
associated with a wide range of clinical populations, including individuals with cleft palate,
congenital aglossia, and apraxia of speech, among many others. While many speech disorders
have been investigated using MRI, others (e.g. the dysarthrias) have not. As such, widening
the range of disorders examined using this methodology and the novel analytical techniques
associated with it will certainly be an important direction for future research.

Notes
1 Both authors contributed equally to the writing of this chapter.
2 For more details on various pulse sequences used to collect MRI data, please see Lingala et al. (2016).
The choice of pulse sequence affects the data collection significantly in many ways. Some are noisier
than others. Others involve careful choices of either higher spatial or temporal resolution that typically
trade off against each other due to signal processing constraints.
3 http://sail.usc.edu/span/rtmri_ipa
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